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Abstract. It has become a common practice to use simulation to generate large databases
of good grasps for grasp planning in robotics research. However, the existence of a generic
simulation context that enables generation of high quality grasps that can be used in several
different contexts such as bin-picking or picking objects from a table, has to our knowledge not
been discussed in the literature.
In this paper we investigate how well the quality of grasps simulated in a commonly used
”generic” context transfer to a specific context where the object is placed on a table.
We generate a large database of grasp hypothesis for several objects, which we then evaluate in
different dynamic simulation contexts eg. free float (no gravity, no obstacles), standing on table
and lying on table. We present a comparison on the intersection of the grasp outcome space
across the different contexts and quantitatively show that to generate reliable grasp databases, it
is often required to use context specific simulation.

Keywords. Robotic Grasping, Grasp-affordances, Dynamic Simulation, Data-driven grasping

1. Introduction

For more than a decade, data-driven grasp planning
approaches have been used in the research community
and the main focus has been on how to online select
good grasps from a grasp-database generated using a
heuristic or simulation (Morales et al., 2006; Berenson
et al., 2007; Goldfeder et al., 2009a,b; Goldfeder and
Allen, 2011). Only little attention has been put into
the simulated context in which these databases were
generated and how well the generated grasps actually
perform in contexts, which are different from the
simulated context, e.g. grasps have been generated in
a free floating environment and then applied when an
object is placed on a table.

Furthermore, object pose uncertainties due to
model and sensor limitations may negatively influence
the grasp execution. This can be compensated for
in the offline calculation of the grasps (Kim et al.,
2012; Weisz and Allen, 2012; Kruger et al., 2012) by
evaluating either the quality of neighboring grasps or
the quality of the neighborhood grasp contacts, where
a neighboring grasp can be simulated by applying a
small displacement to the object before executing the
target grasp in simulation. The basic idea is that a
high average quality of grasps in the neighborhood
of the target grasp reflects a high robustness toward
uncertainties in the execution of the target grasp.

The above approach of calculating the robustness
of a grasp target by evaluating the outcome of the
neighborhood using small perturbations, assumes that
the calculated neighborhood of grasps - whether done
in simulation or with another heuristic - captures the
same neighborhood as if the grasps were executed in
the real world. This is problematic since the success of
a grasp executed in the real world is highly dependent
on the environmental context, e.g., when the object is
standing on a table, lying in water or leaning against a
wall. The obvious possible collisions between gripper
and environment does not pose an issue since these can
be effectively handled.

However, the interaction forces between the object
to be grasped and the environment may differ sub-
stantially in different contexts, which may result in
different outcomes of attempting the same grasp. The
reason is that pose uncertainties imply that the fingers
will be unable to synchronously place the fingers at
the target contacts on the object, which will cause the
object to move during the grasp. The movement will
be constrained by the environment and hence different
environments/contexts may influence the success of a
specific grasp attempt.

In this paper we investigate the transferability of
grasp successes from one simulated context to another.
Our motivation is not only to understand how the
simulated context effects the success of a given grasp,
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but also to understand how the success neighborhood
of a grasp is affected when transferred to a new
context. The influence on the neighborhood of a grasp
is important for several reasons:

1. Grasp quality estimation: the neighborhood is
used to calculate the robustness quality of a
grasp, which describe how much pose uncer-
tainties effect the success likelihood of a grasp.

2. Continuous grasp representation: some grasp
database representations such as grasp densi-
ties (Detry et al., 2011) represent not a single
successful grasp, but a complete continuous
grasp success space which include the grasp
neighborhood successes.

3. Uncertainties in execution: when executing a
grasp from a grasp database the actual exe-
cuted grasp will likely be a grasp from the
neighborhood of the selected grasp due to pose
uncertainties.

We investigate the transferability of the grasp
neighborhood by randomly generating grasp config-
urations that are simulated in different environments.
Comparing the outcome of hundreds of thousands of
grasps simulated in different environments enable us
to get insight into the nature of the transferability of a
grasp database, which allow us to qualitatively show
the importance of using context specific simulation
when computing grasp databases for data-driven grasp
planners. In addition, we will present a quality mea-
sure for the context transferability of a grasp database
and use it to compute the transferability for several
chosen objects and contexts.

In Section 2 we first discuss transferability and
how we can measure it. Then in Section 3, we in-
troduce related work within data-driven grasping and
how it is currently used in the community. We intro-
duce the setup: objects, grippers and control strategies
in Section 4 which is followed by a description of
how we compute the grasp affordances in Section 5.
In Section 6 the results are presented and a detailed
analysis is followed in Section 7.

2. Quantifying transferability

The transferability measure that we present in this
section require a set of grasps that have been exe-
cuted in multiple contexts. The binary outcome (suc-
cess/failure) of these grasp experiments then define the
transferability.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the neighborhood
(blue area) of successful grasp experiments in one con-
text a is different from the neighborhood of successful
grasp experiments from another context b. The green
point illustrates the target grasp gs which belongs to
the set of stable grasps Gstable (black line/area) and the

a b

c d e f

Fig. 1. Grasp sequence demonstrating difference between
successful grasp configuration and stable grasp
configuration. The right most grasp configuration is
stable. The others are unstable grasps but grasps that
converge into a stable grasp.

arrows illustrate three grasps (g1,g2,g3) chosen from
the neighborhood of gs. In context b grasps (g2,g3)
are no longer part of the neighborhood of successful
grasps (indicated as red arrows) and therefore fails.
We define the transfer of a grasp from one context
to another to be successful in the case of g1, but
unsuccessful in the case of (g2,g3).

If we think of transferability as a measure that
determines how well we can predict outcomes of grasp
experiments in one context, given the knowledge of
the outcomes of the same experiments from another
context, then we can borrow metrics from the machine
learning literature and pose the measure of transfer-
ability as a classification problem. If we consider
the execution of the same grasp but in two different
contexts then we may have four outcomes: (suc-
cess,success),(failure,success),(success,failure) and
(failure,failure). These are illustrated in a confusion
matrix in Table 1 as true positive (TP), false negative
(TN), false positive (FP) and true negative (TP). In the
above example g1 will thus belong to TP and g2,g3
will belong to FP.

The probability that a selected successful grasp
from s f loat will also be successful in s1 is then
T P/(FP+T P).

We use the Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC) (Matthews, 1975) as the transferability mea-
sure. It is based solely on the confusion matrix and
produces a value between −1 and 1, where 1 indicate
perfect prediction, 0 indicate a random prediction
and −1 indicate an inverse prediction of a binary
classification. It can be calculated directly from the
confusion matrix as shown in (1).

MCC =
T P ·T N−FP ·FN√

(T P+FP)(T P+FN)(T N +FP)(T N +FN)
(1)



Tab. 1. A confusion matrix that illustrate the outcome of transfer between two contexts s f loat and s1. High values in TP and
TN indicate high transferability of grasp results from one scenario to the other.

Results in s f loat
success failure

R
es

ul
ts

fo
rs

1 success TP=74 (true positives), the number of
grasp simulations that where success-
ful in both scenarios

FN=113 (false negatives), the num-
ber of grasp simulations that failed in
s f loat but succeeded in s1

failure FP=539 (false positives), the number
of grasp simulations that succeeded in
s f loat but failed in s1

TN=2507 (true negatives), the num-
ber of grasp simulations that failed in
both s f loat and s1

3. Data-driven grasping

State of the art grasp planning often rely on offline
computed databases of feasible grasps generated using
analytic, kinematic or dynamic simulation (Morales
et al., 2006; Berenson et al., 2007; Goldfeder et al.,
2009a,b; Goldfeder and Allen, 2011). These grasp
databases are used in online grasp/motion planning
where the best grasp is chosen to be used in a specific
context. The main steps in the generation of a grasp-
database and its usage is outlined in Fig. 2.

In the offline computation a sampling strategy is
chosen to sample the parameter space of the system.
This is at least defined by the pose of the gripper,
the configuration of the gripper fingers (the grasp
preshape) and the maximum joint torques. Additional
parameters can also be used depending on the policy
used to perform the actual grasping execution. The
sampled parameters are used to initiate the grasp
simulation which consist of the gripper and an object.
When a single grasp has been generated the simulator
is started and a grasping policy is used to control the
fingers into a grasp. This policy is typically simple and
often dependent on which type of simulation is used
eg. kinematic or dynamic.

The simulation may be terminated due to a number
of different criteria, which themselves involve the de-
termination of whether the grasp was successful or not.
In a kinematic simulation, analytic stability measures
computed based on contact points are used to describe
if a grasp is stable. These measures also apply to
dynamic simulations, but here the stability might also
be determined by performing a lifting motion with the
gripper and object. If the object is still in the grasp
after moving the gripper, then a stable grasp has been
computed.

All successful grasps of a certain quality will be
added to the grasp database. This quality might be
based on a grasp wrench space (GWS) analysis (Fer-
rari and Canny, 1992), on tactile based quality metrics
(Jørgensen and Petersen, 2010) or any other form
of quality measure (Suárez et al., 2006). The main
importance is to only store grasps of good quality.

For the experiments done in this paper no quality

Offline computation Online planning

Parameter sampling

Grasp simulation

Grasp policy Hand & object

Quality labelling and 
filtering

Grasp database

Grasp selection

Grasp scoring 
function

Grasp validation

Task planning

Task execution

Fig. 2. Typical data-driven grasp planning approach.

other than success and failure is used. These are
defined by trying to move the object after it is grasped.
If the grasp can withstand the accelerations during
movement then the grasp is successful.

In the online computation the context is changed.
We have a robot with a limited reach, we have ob-
stacles that limits the grasping possibilities, sensors
that are imperfect and other constraints imposed by
the task that we wish the robot to perform. The
main problem is then to select a grasp from the grasp
database which is feasible in spite of these limitations
and constraints. In (Berenson et al., 2007) they present
a scoring function that favor grasp configurations that
are farthest from obstacles.

Several learning approaches to grasping (Pelossof
et al., 2004; Curtis et al., 2008) use simulated grasp
databases as training data. The main goal is typically
to use learning to infer a feasible grasp when presented
with some form of input, which could be point cloud
data, images, or simply the geometry of an object.

In (Goldfeder et al., 2009b) a grasp database “the
Columbia Grasp Database” is presented and it is used
for grasp planning in (Goldfeder et al., 2009a). The
database is generated using dynamic simulation of
grasps in a obstacle free environment and the grasps
configurations where calculated by their eigen-based
grasp planner.

In (Morales et al., 2006) the grasp database is



Fig. 3. From left to right: corny object, cup-object and
tomato object from the KIT object database

generated based on a kinematic simulation of closing
the gripper fingers around the object in an obstacle free
environment. The authors does not comment on the
context independence of the database but point out that
a gripper with tactile feedback is necessary to execute
grasps generated with their approach. In (Berenson
et al., 2007) the same approach is used to generate their
grasp database, however they do not mention the use
of tactile feedback in their experimental setup.

The use of tactile sensors to online guide the
grasp stability has been investigated in several papers
(Jørgensen and Petersen, 2008; Morales et al., 2007;
Hsiao et al., 2010) and show great promise. However,
the performance of tactile sensor hardware is far from
ideal and typical issues are drift, low sensitivity range,
low durability, detection of sliding, detection of mea-
suring normal and measuring sheer forces. Reliable
and general reactive grasping therefore still remain to
be seen.

However, all above approaches rely on databases
generated in a context independent simulation. To
rely on the quality of those grasps it is necessary
to have either a perfectly calibrated setup with no
uncertainties or an online grasp execution that rely on
tactile feedback to correct for uncertainties. Both of
these properties in a setup are non-trivial and the latter
is still not solved and is actively researched.

4. Objects and grippers

Three objects (see Fig. 3) were selected from the KIT
Object-Models Web Database1. The objects are com-
mon household objects which are sufficiently different
to provide interesting comparisons.

The grippers used to grasp these objects are the
Schunk parallel gripper (PG 70) and the Schunk Dex-
terous Hand (SDH-2), which are both shown in Fig. 4.
The PG 70 gripper has two fingers coupled into one
Degree Of Freedom (DOF), that is, 1 DOF moves both
fingers. The fingers can move up to 6.8 cm apart
and the contact surface is approximately 2x3cm and
covered by rubber.

The SDH-2 is a 3-fingered dexterous hand with 2
DOF per finger and one coupled DOF to control the
base rotation of two of the three fingers. The SDH-

1http://wwwiaim.ira.uka.de/ObjectModels

Fig. 4. PG 70 gripper (left) and the SDH-2 (right).

Fig. 5. Four preshapes used with the SDH-2 dexterous
hand. From left to right: cpar, cparsmall , cball , ccyl .
The top row is the initial preshape before grasping,
the bottom row is the target configuration that the
hand will move to during grasping.

2 has 6 contacting surfaces covered with rubber, each
of them measuring approximately 2×3 cm. However,
for precision grasps only the 3 contact surfaces on the
distal joints are normally used.

For the PG 70, we choose only one preshape as
with the maximum distance of 6.8cm between its
jaws. Four preshapes were chosen for the SDH-2
which are shown in Fig. 5. These different preshapes
enables different grasping options, and as such are
important when characterizing the grasp affordances
of the gripper.

We use preshapes because:

• Using preshapes is a simple and direct way of
providing multiple ways of grasping an object.
The grasping process reduces to the sequence:
(open hand, move towards object, close hand),
which is already supported by the software of
the SDH-2.

• Preshapes do not require additional parametriza-
tion. This property is important when sampling
random grasps since the dimensionality of the
search space is not extended by any gripper
parameters such as the individual joint config-
urations.



5. Computation of Grasp Affordances

We compute complete grasp affordances by evaluating
randomly sampled gripper poses in the neighborhood
of an object. Each of these sampled poses, combined
with a preshape of the gripper, represents a grasp
hypothesis, which can be evaluated in simulation. The
outcome of the simulation may be one of {success,
failure or collision}, where success represents a suc-
cessful grasp of the object (indicated by the fact that
the fingers are still in contact with the object after
grasping it) and failure represents a grasp where the
gripper has no contact with the object after trying to
grasp or lift it; collision represents a grasp, where the
gripper is in collision with the object or the environ-
ment in the initial state of the simulation.

The evaluation of a grasp hypothesis is performed
using a dynamics grasp simulator from RobWork
(Jørgensen et al., 2010). The main simulation process
of a single grasp is:

1. Set the initial scene configuration, eg. gravity,
friction, poses of obstacles and objects.

2. Place the gripper in a sampled pose relative to
the object and set the gripper configuration to
one of the preshapes.

3. Test if the gripper collide with object or environ-
ment.

4. Start the simulation and set the target gripper
configuration (preshape dependent) of the grip-
per controller.

5. If a grasp is obtained, lift the object and compute
the success criteria.

We shall now discuss these steps in more detail.

5.1. Initial scene configuration
The initial scene configuration for generating the
grasp-databases use a free floating environment, in
which no gravity or obstacles are present. In such an
environment the object can freely slide into or out of a
grasp.

To investigate the transfer of grasp affordances of
an object from the free floating environment we repeat
the grasp simulation, but with the object placed on a
table. Two canonical poses of each object are used to
create two different table environments per object.

5.2. Object specific sampling strategy
The sampling of the gripper configuration and the
choice of sampling strategy necessarily influence the
resulting set of grasp affordances and the overall
success probability. Typically, the primary goal of
grasp planning is to maximize the grasp success prob-
ability by exploiting knowledge of gripper, object and
environment. This tends to generate grasp databases

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 6. The floating pose is illustrated on the left, followed
by two canonical poses on the table (side and
upright). Top row: Corny object. Middle row: Cup
object. Bottom row: Tomato object.

that only represent a small subset of the complete set
of successful grasps.

In this work, we need an approximation of the
complete set of grasp affordances that are possible on
a specific object. Thus, an unbiased sampling strat-
egy that explores SE(3) fully is preferred. Uniform
random sampling in SE(3) would therefore be ideal
but it is also impractical because of the large number
of simulations necessary to cover SE(3). Instead
a sampling strategy that is biased toward the object
geometry is used. This effectively reduces the number
of required simulations without reducing the success
space too much.

Beside geometric models of the object the sam-
pling also requires the approach vector of the gripper
to be placed in the same direction as the positive z
axis of the gripper Tool Center Point (TCP) frame.
The sampling effectively encapsulates the idea that the
gripper needs to point toward some part of the object
geometry before it is able to successfully grasp the
object.

First a random point p on the surface of the object
is selected. Then an orientation R is selected from
a uniform distribution in SO(3) and used to define
the temporary target pose (p,R). The pose is then
translated along the z axis by a randomly generated
value d in the interval [−0.04m;0.04m]. The final
pose is therefore:

Tpose = (p− (R · [0,0,1]T ) ·d,R) (2)



Fig. 7. Each of the three sub figures show the successes of
grasping the Corny object in the same 5000 grasp
simulations but performed in different contexts.
From left to right: free-float, on table (side pose) and
on table (upright pose).

5.3. Collision filtering and labeling
For each sampled grasp configuration a collision de-
tection between gripper and object/environment is
performed before doing the actual simulation. If a
grasp is colliding with the object then it will not be
added to any database. If a grasp is colliding with
the environment then it will be added and labeled
Colliding.

In a grasp-planning context all colliding grasps
will be left out of the database, but for this work we
need to evaluate the transfer of success between grasp-
databases and the colliding grasps will be needed to
create meaningful statistics. That is any successful or
failed grasp from database A that are labeled as collid-
ing in database B should be left out when computing
the transfer statistics between A and B.

5.4. Grasp simulation
The final step before adding a non-colliding grasp
to the database is the grasp simulation. Both pose
and configuration of the gripper has been sampled
and no collisions with environment or object was
detected. The simulation is initialized with the scene
configuration and the sampled parameters. When
the simulation starts, a penalty based grasp controller
guides the fingers toward a closing configuration.
Closing configurations for the four preshapes of the
SDH-2 is shown in Fig. 5. A grasp is successful if
the object gets caught between the fingers and if it
stays their under a 10 cm movement in the positive
z-axis of the world coordinate frame(gravity works in
the direction of the negative z-axis). This is termed a
lifting operation, which only makes sense in the table
environments where the objects needs to be lifted free
of the table.

6. Simulation Results

We provide simulation results in terms of complete
sets of affordances for 3 objects (see Fig. 3) using
the PG 70 parallel gripper and SDH-2 hand in both of
the two different contexts, namely the rather artificial
free-floating context shown in Fig. 6 a,d,g, and the
more application-oriented context where the object is

placed on a table (see Fig. 6 b,c,e,f,h,i). The table
environments have a gravity of 9.81m/s2 and the
viscous Coulomb friction between table and object is
set to 0.3N/(m/s). All simulated environments for all
objects are illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 illustrates the successful outcomes of the
same 5000 grasp hypotheses in the three different
contexts of the corny object grasped with the SDH-
2 using the preshape cpar. It is clear that the added
table constraint significantly reduces the number of
successful grasps. However, it is not clear if successes
from the constrained environments (center and right
image) will also be successes in the floating environ-
ment. In the following, we use the confusion matrices
introduced in Section 2 to evaluate how well successes
and failures in the floating simulations transfer to
successes and failures in the table environments, and
vice versa.

Multiple datasets were generated for each gripper.
For the SDH-2 the datasets are characterized by a
triple (oi,s j,ck), where oi is the object, s j is the
specific scene (free floating or on table with different
poses), and ck is the grasp strategy, which includes the
number of fingers and the preshape used. The parallel
gripper is simpler, and only one grasp strategy is used.
Hence we describe datasets generated with the PG 70
by a pair (oi,s j).

For each floating environment
experiment (oi,s f loat ,ck) 100.000 grasp simulations2

were generated using the sampling approach presented
in Section 5.2. The overall success probabilities of the
simulations are available in Table 2. These indicate
the size of the success space of the grasp datasets
in the individual contexts. Two success probabilities
are given. The first shows the percentage of grasp
successes from all grasps that were not initially in
collision, the second shows the percentage of grasp
successes from all grasps including the colliding ones.

In the same table the success probabilities of the
simulations of the table environments (sside,suprigt )
are also shown. These simulations use the same
grasp hypotheses as in the floating environment, but
performed in the specific contexts (e.g. the object was
placed upright on the table).

That the exact same grasps have been executed
in the different contexts enables us to calculate the
transferability measure presented in Section 2. Table 3
show the confusion matrices from which the transfer-
ability is calculated and the transferability quality of
each confusion matrix is presented in Table 4.

7. Analysis of results

The MCC metric is used directly on the confusion
matrices of Table 3 (see table 1 for explanation). Note

2For the tomato object the actual number of samples is slightly
lower.



Tab. 2. Success percentages of the simulated outcomes. In each major column, the left subcolumn shows the percentages of
success if collisions are not included, and the right column shows the success percentages if collisions are included.

SDH-2 PG 70
cpar cparsmall cball ccyl c0

o c
or

ny s f loat 43.1% 25.0% 45.5% 5.2% 70.3% 38.0% 52.9% 28.0% 12.3% 0.7%
sside 5.8% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 5.8% 0.2% 5.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0%
supright 42.1% 7.2% 41.5% 1.9% 70.9% 9.3% 51.9% 8.9% 14.4% 0.4%

o c
up

s f loat 54.5% 42.6% 47.7% 6.0% 79.8% 61.1% 61.7% 45.7% 41.5% 3.7%
sside 47.0% 5.8% 48.4% 1.7% 72.5% 5.4% 47.3% 6.0% 44.0% 1.6%
supright 45.0% 4.7% 65.4% 2.3% 81.9% 4.9% 47.7% 4.9% 70.4% 3.5%

o t
om

at
o s f loat 48.5% 24.9% 30.4% 5.5% 84.9% 72.0% 72.3% 59.9% 3.8% 0.3%

sside 22.7% 2.3% 10.9% 0.3% 34.4% 1.9% 32.8% 3.4% 2.4% 0.1%
supright 43.4% 6.6% 23.1% 1.4% 75.3% 7.5% 63.1% 10.4% 17.2% 0.6%

Tab. 3. Confusion matrices of successes and failures from floating environment and the specific table environment
(sside,supright ). See table 1 for a detailed explanation of a single cell.

SDH-2 PG 70
cpar cparsmall cball ccyl c0

o c
or

ny sside
159 221
933 5298

0 0
1 1495

74 113
539 2507

97 222
721 4991

0 1
0 1499

supright
6271 861
1660 8183

1777 100
284 2379

8586 761
1127 2712

6296 830
1587 5017

327 46
34 2182

o c
up sside

4876 916
1903 4621

1548 126
241 1546

1459 407
303 406

893 314
474 871

1568 81
175 1924

supright
3483 1219
1683 4059

2093 207
155 1061

1574 657
195 297

917 540
449 1146

3119 396
78 1399

o t
om

at
o sside

1019 228
1310 2923

246 31
214 2045

445 112
570 494

1063 278
1212 1531

30 35
43 2568

supright
1518 119
538 1591

547 82
219 1874

2167 91
261 477

2019 112
607 602

113 434
53 2584



Tab. 4. Quality estimates of the confusion matrices in table 3.

SDH-2 PG 70
cpar cparsmall cball ccyl c0

ocorny
sside,MCC 0.17 - 0.13 0.12 -
supright,MCC 0.70 0.83 0.64 0.65 0.87

ocup
sside,MCC 0.55 0.79 0.34 0.39 0.86
supright,MCC 0.45 0.78 0.25 0.35 0.79

otomato
sside,MCC 0.43 0.64 0.26 0.33 0.42
supright,MCC 0.67 0.72 0.67 0.52 0.32

that in Table 3 collisions to the table are filtered away.
The results are shown in the rows of Table 4.

The results show that the quality of the predic-
tion depends highly on both the gripper and the ob-
ject/context that is used. In about half the contexts the
MCC is about 0.80, indicating a fairly good transfer.
In the other half the quality ranges from 0.1 to 0.5.

It is important to mention that in certain contexts
quite a number of grasps that are not successful in
the free-floating environment are successful in the
constrained environment. This implies that in certain
scenarios context-specific control strategies need to be
taken into account. For example, the movement of a
flat object on a table when touched by one of the fin-
gers might be utilized in the grasping process. These
context-specific constraints cannot be accounted for in
a free-floating scenario and need to be learned in the
specific context.

In summary, the results show that grasp sim-
ulation in free-floating scenarios give in general
fairly unreliable indications of grasp success in
more constrained scenarios. Furthermore, in cer-
tain contexts (Cpar,Otomato,side),(Cpar,OCorny,side) and
(Cball ,OCorny,side) the prediction is so bad that the
chances of choosing a successful grasp from s f loat
which will also be successful in s1 is less than 20%.
This is calculated by the relationship between TP and
FP values of the confusion matrices in Table 3. Hence,
grasp databases should ideally be learned in a context-
specific fashion.

8. Conclusion

Data-driven grasp planning has become increasingly
popular and several grasp databases are available for
public download. In this paper we showed that it is
likely that grasps performed on objects in different
contexts have different outcomes. Hence, one should
take care when using a grasp database in a context
other than the context in which it was generated.

We specifically investigated the transfer between
an unconstrained, free-floating environment and more
constrained environments, which is important for ap-
plying learned grasp knowledge in novel contexts. We
showed that grasp success likelihoods depend strongly

on the context the object is embedded in.
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